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Roof Accessories Range
Simply the easiest and safest and roof towers to install.
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Engineered with the 
builder in mind

Roof Accessories - Roof Towers & Finials Product Info

Every Stormking GRP Roof Tower has been designed to be easy and quick 
to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our roof accessories 
with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with modern lightweight 
materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s roof towers are made 
to order, using modern manufacturing methods, to meet the customers 
specification.

All Stormking Roof Tower products have been designed to be easily and quickly 
installed, compared to traditionally built and installed roof towers.  Stormking Roof 
Towers have been designed for stable onsite handling and ease of installation, reducing 
the need for independent scaffolding requirements. 

As all Stormking Roof Towers are manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level of 
quality and consistency, ensuring every roof tower is as easy to install as the first one.   
All Stormking Roof Towers are manufactured off-site and made-to-order, delivered 
when you need them, ensuring no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.    

Stormking’s finials are available in metal or injection moulded options. Our injection 
moulded are a foam core and are available in one standard design in either black or 
white colour options. The metal alternative is available as a ‘Fleur de Lys Finial’ design. 

Stormking's Roof Tower ranges meet current National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.

All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.

All Stormking's Roof Towers and Finials are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.

Free site delivery.*

For alternative size options, please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information. 

Why Stormking?
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Performance features
Roof Tower Performance Features

Stormking’s range of roof towers provide the builder an all-in-one solution that 
cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes into each 
GRP roof tower. Choose from a large range of decorative styles to suit your 
development, such as curved, domed/bell, flat and pitched and many options 
to enhance your roof tower.

GRP Roof Towers meet National House Building Council 
(NHBC) Technical Standards.

Large range of design, size and colour options to choose from.

Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.

Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.

No need for specialist lifting equipment.

GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.

Dry fit, requiring no specialist trades for installation for domestic 
or commercial projects.

Accessible on any pitched roof and ridge or rafter position.
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Stormking offers GRP 
design freedom

Roof Accessories - Roof Towers & Finials

GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that 
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your 
specifications. 

Stormking’s Roof Towers list of available options include clock towers, 
ventilators, decorative faces and finishes to realise your design in GRP, helping 
you to maximise your design freedom. 

Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you 
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to 
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including 
providing advice on colour matching your GRP roof tower or finial. 

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
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We are Stormking
Roof Accessories - Roof Towers & Finials

Stormking is the leading brand of GRP building components to 
the house building and construction industry in the UK.

Stormking was founded in 1985 and has worked hard to become and maintain 
being the market leader through its range of market leading products, all 
manufactured off-site, to save you time on-site! 

Customers can have extra confidence when placing an order with Stormking, 
being part of Epwin Group PLC, a £200m business and one of the UKs largest 
manufacturers of extruded building products.

Specifying Stormking products is made easier with the support of our in-house 
Design and Technical Teams, who can assist with any design related questions 
or queries. GRP is a modern manufacturing process, supported by
state-of-the-art manufacturing and design technologies, providing design 
freedom to clients and customers.  

Stormking incorporates over 500,000 sq ft of modern manufacturing 
methods spread over 5 sites and employing over 300+ employees which 
results in large-scale manufacturing capacities. 

Stormking holds several industry recognised accreditations. As the only GRP 
manufacturer to hold BBA certificates across its product portfolio, every 
product line is audited annually, ensuring our customers can be confident of 
receiving a quality product, every time.



01827 311100 or 
sales@stormking.co.uk

Contact our friendly sales team:

www.stormking.co.uk

Stormking Plastics Limited, Amington Point, 
Sandy Way, Amington Industrial Estate, 
Tamworth, Staffordshire B77 4ED

Due to variations in the photographic and printer processes, colours shown in this brochure 
may vary from the actual product. We reserve the right to change the specification of these 
products without prior notification. E&OE.

*Free nationwide delivery, excludes highlands and islands.


